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Name of qualification Diplomirani ekonomist (un)/diplomirana ekonomistka
(un)

Translated title (no legal
status) Bachelor of Arts in Economics

Type of qualification Diploma prve stopnje (UN)

Category of qualification Izobrazba

Type of education Academic bachelor's education

Duration 3 years

Credits 180 credits

Admission requirements
• Matura or
• vocational matura in any publicly valid programme
to obtain secondary technical education and an
examination passed in one of the matura subjects.



ISCED field Field
Poslovne in upravne vede, pravo

ISCED subfield
subfield  interdisciplinarne izobraževalne
aktivnosti/izidi, pretežno poslovne in upravne vede,
pravo

Qualification level
SQF 7
EQF 6
First level

Learning outcomes
The qualification holder will be able to: 

incorporate ethical values into decisions,
effectively exploit available capacities, which includes exploiting their own capacities, especially
creativity, and exploiting the potential of colleagues (intellectual capacities), material and other
capacities (money, equipment, space and time), 
understand the importance of implementing the principle “a good decision is an ethical decision” in
making decisions, regardless of the level of decision-making, the type of decision and type of
organisation in which decisions are being made, 
understand the principle that in business decisions there is a need to observe the principle of
equality of all those affected by the decision,
show autonomy in professional work, 
demonstrate familiarity with processes associated with the activities of the organisation in the
analytical, legal, organisational and other fields in the commercial, financial and public sectors
(interdisciplinary aspect),
use modern information technology and available databases in Slovenia and around the world, along
with modern quantitative (including the use of mathematical models) and qualitative methods in
analysing and planning operations,
present acquired knowledge within and outside the organisation and in the international
environment (communication abilities and skills),
recognise, monitor and analyse legal and other solutions and relevant economic trends in the local
and global environment, especially in Europe, and plan measures to adapt the organisation to such
trends,
demonstrate cooperativeness and work in a group (including in an international environment).

Assessment and completion
Students' knowledge is assessed by means of practical exercises and seminar papers, and also via
products, projects, performances, services, etc. and by examinations. Examination performance is graded
as follows: 10 (excellent); 9 (very good: above-average knowledge but with some mistakes); 8 (very good:
solid results); 7 (good); 6 (adequate: knowledge satisfies minimum criteria); 5–1 (inadequate). In order to
pass an examination, a candidate must achieve a grade between adequate (6) and excellent (10).



Progression

Students must complete course units from the first year totalling 45 credits to progress to the second year.
Students may progress to the third year upon completion of all first-year course units plus second-year
course units totalling 45 credits.

Transitions

Second-cycle master's study programmes (SQF level 8)

Condition for obtaining certificate

All requirements prescribed in the programme must be met and a diploma thesis successfully presented,
yielding a total of 180 credits, for the completion of studies.

Awarding body

Independent higher education institution, Faculty of Business Studies

URL

http://www.katoliski-institut.si/en

http://www.katoliski-institut.si/en

